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CITY PROFILE
Xining
City

Qinghai Province

Xining

Xining, the capital city of Qinghai province of China,
is located on the eastern edge of the Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau. It is the political, economic, and cultural
center of the province with an average altitude of
about 2,200 meters (7217 feet). Xining is the only
metropolitan city of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. The
GDP of the city is one of the lowest among all the
capital cities.
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Xining has a history of over 2100 years and was a
chief commercial hub on the Hexi Corridor caravan
route to Tibet, handling especially timber, wool
and salt in ancient times. The trade along the Hexi
Corridor was part of a larger trade corridor along
the Northern Silk Road, whose use was intensified
in the first century BC after efforts by the Han
Dynasty to control this route
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SCALE OF XINING
COMPARE WITH
LANZHOU, provincal capital city, a valley-city 200km away
BEIJING, capital city of China
ROTTERDAM, port city in the Netherlands
AMSTERDAM, capital city of the Netherlands

source: Googlemap.com

XINING, CHN
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VALLEY-CITY

DEFINITION

SHAPE OF XINING

The valley-city has a unique nature feature. The city
structure and urban development of valley-cities
are different from the plain-cities. At the beginning
of human civilization, the cities laid in the valleys
were easy to hold but hard to be attacked, which
means that they had good defense ability and were
important by military sense. This phenomenon
suggests that the nature condition had huge impacts
on the emergence and development of cities. Even
today nature features like the topographic condition
are influencing the structure of cities. (Yang, 1999)

a. Dendritic half-open valley-city: Except from the
main valley, the secondary valley is also evidence,
shaping like a crossing or fish-bones.
b. Dendritic multi-river valley-city: the tributaries
flow into the main river along the short axis
c. hilly valley-city

The valley-city is a type of city whose main part has
formed and developed in the valley. Generalized
definition of the valley-city is that the city itself
doesn’t confined by the topographic condition, but
the city structure are highly influenced and limited.
The urban area grows along the river, which is the
main axis of the city. Narrowed definition of the
valley-city is that the main urban development is
directly confined by the topographic condition of
the valley. The shapes of the cities are forced to
grow with the boundaries of mountains and rivers.
(Yang, 1999)

Topograpic drawing of Xining
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outer
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GENERAL SPATIAL EVOLUTION PROCESS

decentralization

The essence of urban spatial evolution is a process
of continuously harmonize and adapt to the change
of urban function and structure. It is a cycle of fit –
not fit – change – fit etc.
Normally the urban spatial will change gradually,
mutation is unusual to see. Valley-city has similar
internal driving system like the other types of city,
but the pattern and level of the impacts are different.

centralization

balance

POLICY

unbalance

urban spatial evolution model
source: Yongchun Yang, 1999

Topograpic map of Xining

source: Googlemap.com

There will be a lot of choices when making an urban
plan for a plain-city but of course not for the valleycities. Aiming of the design project of the valley-city
Xining, the previous studies about the valley-cities
will be reviewed to find the answer of how did
they emerged and developed? How did they been
influenced by the topographic condition and how
did the deal with it?

source: Yongchun Yang, 1999
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LIMIATIONS AND THEIR IMPACT

1st Asian European
Continental Bridge

Analysis & diagnosis
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Xining
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Kunming
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Xining had been one branch node on
the silk road which also known as the
second Asian European Continental
Bridge today.
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ALTITUDE OF CHINA

XINING-LANZHOU VALLEY REGION

Xining located at eastern edge of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau.
The average altitude of Xining is 2275m.

Xining located in a valley region. Cities in this region share the similar
topographic limitation. In this region there is only one other big city,
Lanzhou, which is the capital city of Gansu province, 200km from Xining
in the east.
In the west of Xining is the biggest salt lake of China, Qinghai lake.
Southwest of Xining is the upper reaches of three big river.
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100km
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300km
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ECONOMIC POWER OF CHINA

ECONOMIC POWER OF WEST CHINA

XINING

LANZHOU

Xining loacated at the edge of dense area.
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POPULATION AND GDP OF XINING-LANZHOU REGION
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF XINING-LANZHOU REGION
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Han (206 BC–AD 220)

13.4ha
80m

HISTORICAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Confined by the topographic condition of the
rivers and mountains, the city of Xining had
developed a mono-centric urban structure.
From the establishment 2100 years ago till now
the city structure of Xining had experienced a
changing development process from simple to
complex.
Before 1949, year of the People’s Republic of
China established, the ancient Xining city was
transformed slowly and slightly, and main driven
forces were the political and military needs
of from central government. Under the Han
dynasty (206 BC–AD 220) a county there called
Linqiang controlled the local Qiang tribesmen.
It was again a frontier county under the Sui
(581–618) and Tang (618–907) dynasties;
during the 7th and early 8th centuries it was
a center of constant warfare with the Tuyuhun
and (later) the Tibetan peoples. In 763 it was
overrun by the Tibetans and while under
Tibetan control was known to the Chinese as
Qingtangcheng. Recovered by the Song dynasty
16

Tang (AD 1050) - Song (AD 1104) - Yuan

368ha
circle:7828m

Ming (AD 1385) - Qing

AD1387
2m2
circle: 7447m

Establishment of PRC (AD 1949)

(AD 1965)

‘GO WEST’ (AD 2000)

(AD 2010)

in 1104, it received the name Xining (meaning

“peace in the west”) and has been the seat of
a prefecture or superior prefecture under that
name since that time. With the rise of Tibetan
Buddhism (Lamaism), which began in the
7th century AD, Xining became an important
religious center; Qinghai’s largest lamasery, a
holy place to the Yellow Hat sect of Buddhists,
was located at Kunbum, about 19 km to the
southeast.
After 1949 the characteristic of the city
had totally changed. The fast economic
development, industrialization process resulted
in fast urbanization and urban sprawl of Xining.
Confined by the topographic condition of rivers
and mountains, the city of Xining had become a
one-centre radial pattern, formed a developing
“core-periphery” structure. (Zhang and Yuan,
2008)

(AD 1981)

Today, there is nearly no space for further
expansion.
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DEVELOPMENT OF FACILITIES

DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY & STORAGE

1981

2000

1981
- Begining of market
economy and need for
facilities

1981

2000

2000
- rectangle center
- shopping on the
former center and some
other facilities start to
move to the west

2010

2020(plan)

1981
- heavy industry in
certain distance away
from the urban area
- small factory
(handcrafts) around the
center
2000
- grdually move out to
new periphery

2010
- littlely appear in the
periphery area
- university move further
to the north
- monocentric city
structure

2010
- developing in all of the
four wings
- inbetween area is left
fragemented
2010

2020(plan)

2020
- facilities along central
axis
- no expected urban
group model

New centralities

- storage area doen’t
change a lot
- as the the longer
distance between
industry and storage,
and their located in
four direction, the
logistics travel through
the center, cause high
pressure to daily traffic
- air pollution is hard to
flow away
- danger to pollute the
rivers
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DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN & PUBLIC SPACE

DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING & VILLAGE
1981

2000

1981
- center housing & rural
village

1981

2000

2020
- expected reserved
green space
already occupied by
urbanization

2000
- transfromation
of villages and
urbanization
2010
- urbanization while
informal settlements
along the edges
- monofucntion highrise
new neighbourhoods
are not attractive

2010

2020(plan)

- Great nature resource
- No public recreation
framework

Take the mountain
and rivers as
opportunities
instead of limitations
to provide
better recreation
framework

2020
- demolish all of the
villages

2010

2020(plan)

New typology & new
polices

20 0
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50km

0

10km

50km
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EXISTING URBAN AREA

URBAN TRANSFORMATION
- unorganized urban development
- industry move out
- village demolishment
New informal settlement and small industry companies filling the
empty space as well as public spaces (like along the riverfront)

Fragmented and unorganized centre
- Biotechnology district
- Museums
- Old steal factory
- Local centrality

Commercial
Riverbank

New housing

- City center
- Heavy traffic
- New living district
- New culture facilities
- Railway station
- Commercial
- Neighborhoods
- Villages

Shelter forest

BRT Station
- South new town
- South industry district

22

- Technology developing
district
- Highway entrance
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IN-BETWEEN AREA

URBAN EXPANSION
- occupied the agriculture land
- large scale culture facilities
- high rise
New urban area has bad spatial quality with few
facilities, public spaces and poor mobilities.
- Qinghai University
- Biotechnology district of 4km2
- City edge

Farmland
Factory

Unattractive new town and district

- Biotechnology district of 4km2
- City center
- Logistic center

New housing

- Old steal factory
- High urban sprawl possibility
- New urban district of 10 km2, 150,000 people
- Local centrality formed by employees of
steal factory

Village
Commercial
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BRT Station
- South new town & South
industry district of 30 km2
- High urban sprawl possibility
- Tourism spots

- Railway station
- Technology developing
district of 13km2
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT MODEL OF CHINESE VALLEY-CITY
In the beginning, urban development of valley-cities appeared as
centralization in a “pancake” model. For most cases, because urban
scale was small, the population grew slowly, and the land use was very
fragment and centralized. The impact of topographic limitation was not
very big. The density was high and gather like “pancake” pattern. From
inside out there are successively located commercial, mix-use, industry
and agriculture area. Xining has now touched the boundary of the
mountains in the center and growing into the four wings of the valley.

DEVELOPMENT MODEL UNDER LIMITATIONS
spatial development model
of Chinese valley-city

Plain-city

a.

b.

Valley-city

c.

urban spatial sturcture model of Xining
Between stage B and C

d.

centralities

26

urban fuctional model of Xiniing

e.

infrastructure

man-made

Because of the topographic limitation, as a valley city, it cannot have
centralities where is need to be, the pass by traffic has to go through
the city center instead of the edge like plain cities, pollution of human
activities are difficult to flow away.
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ZONING PLAN OF CHINA

FUTURE CHALLENGE

The existing city structure of Xining was developed based on the
zoning plan which was a highly top-down approach made by the
government of China. The old model is no longer suitable for
the changes of the housing system, economy transformation
and socio-spatial requirement of people. The urbanized areas
are lack of spatial integration between blocks and infrastructure,
while the new towns are not functioning attractively because of
lack of mobility and facilities.
Doubt has been expressed about the value of master plans
particularly in developed countries in the grounds of the
impossibility of planning in too much detail and of the rigidity of
the earlier master plan techniques. Circumstances change during
the course of the plan: it is therefore important to monitor the
changes taking place and, while maintaining planning objectives,
to embody a degree of flexibility into the plan itself (Wise, 1983).

28

Zoning plan of ‘Xining 2020’

source: China Academy of Urban Planning & Design
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[ECONOMIC] INVESTMENTS, TOURISTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

China railway network (2008)

DEMOLISHMENT

“Go West” is a national strategy set by the central government
of China in 2000, aiming of using the rest economic development
ability of the coastal area in the east to upgrade the social,
economical and defense level of the west part. ‘In the discussion
of the all strategy and policies, the construction of the ecological
environment and infrastructure are two of the most important
ones.’ (Zhou, 2001)

source: China Academy of Urban Planning & Design

Qinghai railway network 2020
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DEVELOPMENT

JIAYUGUAN

[SOCIAL] URBANIZATION AND CHANGE IN PEOPLE’S LIFE
Huge changes of urbanization in the near future will lead to
change of living style of people and might cause social conflicts.
Result of the national policy of ‘Returning the Farmland Back
to Landscape’, there will be a lot of surplus labor who used
to live their live on farming rush into the city. For the case of
Xining it means that people from the other part of Qinghai
will go to Xining which is the capital city of the province. With
the promotion of Xining’s position in the national and regional
network, there will be more traffic going through the city, bring
more logistics and tourists. During the urban regeneration of the
city, there is happening a lot of demolishing, thus, people who
used to live in the villages near the centre will be forced to move
and live a urban instead of rural life. How to avoid damages of
the population while huge transformation will happen?

There are few method and approach to integrate natural landscape and
urban area especially public space in Chinese valley-city. The value and
concept of the public space design are the same with other kind of cities.
The planners did not concern about the special landscape resources the
valley-city has. Besides, Xining hasn’t got a well organized recreation
framework yet. How to take the topographic condition not just as limitation
but a opportunity in future design is one of the problems the designer
should consider.

Recreation space in Xining

[SPATIAL] UPGRADE IN NATIONAL SYSTEM
Xining used to be a secondary city of China. After the construction
of the second railway between Lanzhou and Xinjiang and the
railway between Sichuan and Qinghai, Xining city will transform
from “periphery” to a “node” as a hinge in the national railway
network between east and west as well as south and north of
China. The regional position, character and spatial structure of
Xining will change. The existing urbanized area can no longer
afford the demand of the future development.

RECREATION FRAMEWORK

ZHANGYE

Xinning square
WUWEI

GE’ERMU

XINING

BAIYIN

LANZHOU

Activities on frozen Huangshui River in winter
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AIM & METHODOLOGY

PROBLEM STATEMENT

AIM OF THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK

The urban development of the valley-city Xining was
and will be confined by the topographic limitation.
The development model appear as short view of
industrialization and fast urban expansion, left a monocentric city structure with a dense and fragmented
centre, as well as unattractive new urban areas.
And there is little concern about integrating the
environment with urban function. Facing growing
pressure, future urban development of Xining needs
utilize opportunities both in and beyond the valley to
deal with the inner city regeneration and urban sprawl.

The aim of this project is to propose a new spatial
development model for Xining responding to the future
needs from social, economical changes in the context
of China’s fast urbanization and national strategy of
Go West. The research is towards territorial function
reorganization, and will focus on the city structure and
infrastructure system which are the two key issues that
influenced most by the natural topographic condition
of valley-cities. The model will be implemented as a
test to the city of Xining in the form of a strategic plan
and guide to an urban design of a crucial place of the
new city structure.

This project will use the “research by design” approach
to answer the main research question. The study will
start from two aspects: literature research, in terms of
a boarder knowledge; and case research, which is more
relatate to the chosen city. The findings through this
two direction will support on each other and help to
find the blind part of the other. For example, the result
of a empical study might indicate what to analysis by
mapping. The research will be summarized as model
and then help the designer to propose a new one
adjusting to new contexts. The new model should be
tested and implemented to Xining through a repeat
process of design and evaluate so as to improve the
model.

HISTORY
POLICY
CULTURE
NATURE

Existing urban
development
model of Xining

RPOBLEMS

Future
Changes

Implementing
to Xining

New Model

Plan & Design
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7.1 [SCIENTIFIC RELEVANCE]

How to develop a strategic plan as a model for the
future urban development of Xining which is facing
the pressure of growing and topographic limitation,
providing a good city structure towards a better city
with more integrated and balanced spatial quality and
connectivity for citizens, new settlers and tourists?

Many studies have been done from the top-down
view of the valley-city in China. They deal with
policies, economic and environment strategies.
Those articles researching on the spatial aspect
talked mainly about the emergence and history
of urban development. There are few studies
had given spatial solutions as urban planning and
design.

7.2 [PRACTIC RELEVANCE]

P1

P2

RESEARCH BY DESIGN

Literature Research
Empirical Study

Theory Study

Data Collection SWOT Spatial Study

Drawing
Mappiing

P3

P4

MODEL
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Vision
Scenario Planning

PRELIMINARY
THESIS PLAN

P5

PROJECT RESEARCH

Empirical study
Report

Valley-city

Zoning plan

Regional planning
Urban transformation

THESIS PLAN

URBAN DESIGN

Data
collecting

W

Economic
Social
Spatial

Spatial
Analysis
Mapping
Drawing

T

MODEL

CONCEPT VISION

S

O

Case study

Theoratical framework

LITERATURE
REVIEW PAPER

STRATEGIC
PLAN

Case Research

Theoratical Framework
Best Practice

Strategy

RESEARCH

Theory study

RESEARCH BY DESIGN

4. What are the problems caused by zoning plan system,
which dated from the 1950s, guided urban development
in China? What approaches can be supply for the new
situation? (literature study and case studies)
5. What new spatial planning instruments are needed
for the new model of the valley-city Xining? How to
generalize the model to apply for other cases? (research
by design)

LITERATURE RESEARCH

MODEL

China is a country with a lot of mountains. There are
a certain amount of cities located in the hilly areas
and valleys. The existing urban developing models
as well as the theories of valley-city in China were
developed based on zoning plan and the previous
planning economy. Now the country is under the
SUB RESEARCH QUESTION
transformation from the planning economy to
the market economy. The old approaches can no
1. How does the topographic condition influence and
longer fit the requirements of the city’s future
limit the urban development of a valley-city? (Literature
Therefore, the city of Xining is chosen from the development. As a result, providing a new model
study & mapping)
2. What are the existing urban structures of Xining and beginning of this thesis, to investigate the approach to supply spatial and non-spatial approaches
what are the advantages and disadvantages? (Mapping, to apply the results of the theory study to the to solve the new urban problems in the market
comparative analysis & Field survey)
practice, or whether they can be applied, and economy for the future development of the valley3. What is the existing developing model of Xining the approach to bridge the economic and policy city is needed and meaningful.
and the spatial, economical and social approaches? solutions with the spatial instruments by design in
(Literature study & mapping)
this case of Xining.

Concept Vision
EVALUATION

MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION

Senario 1
....

Senario 2
N

STATEGIC PLAN

Field survey
Observation

Mophological analysis

Photograph

Typology analysis

DESIGN
Urban design
Drawing, Collage...

+

Modeling
Digital (sketch up), Physical model

Product improvement

FINAL PRODUCTS
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LOOKING AT A BIGGER PICTURE

A regional planning perspective guiding for the spatial development of western China

THEORY STUDY

Abstract – This literature review aims at providing theoretical background knowledge for

the author’s project of a city in the west part of China. The western China has a unique and
difficult context both natural and societal, even compared within the country. There is an
urgent demand for regional consideration for the area, although the nationally background
of this field is still weak. Due to its weak economy, vulnerable ecology, diverse culture
condition, western China requires a larger view to organize the territory. To make a plan for
the city in that circumstance, the author needs to know what a regional perspective could
offer or help, and how it will work. The literatures are chosen from two dimensions, one
is the theory of regional planning in a world-wide range, and the other is the researches
according to contexts of China especially the west region.
Regional planning involves a series of sectors and activities with different characteristics
and demands, interconnected and fulfilling a variety of functions (Shao, 1983). It fills the
gaps of plans between national and local scale, spatial and economic objectives, as well as
urban and environment issues. Uncertainty of planning could be monitored by flexibility
of regional planning and the evaluation of plans is important in implementing process.
However, it had never been implemented as an influential and practical plan of China. As to
provide a possibility of using this approach, impacts of new context in western China should
be considered.

Key words – regional planning; western China; gap; uncertainty; economy; environment;
globalization

1 Introduction

This literature review aims at providing theoretical background knowledge for the author’s
project of a city in the west part of China. Considering the Chinese planning system and the
special context of west region, topics have been discussed in this paper have a focus on the
problems similar with those happening in target area instead of all. The western China has
a unique and difficult context both natural and societal, even compared within the country.
There is an urgent demand for regional consideration for the area, although the nationally
background of this field is still weak. Due to its weak economy, vulnerable ecology, diverse
culture condition, western China requires a larger view to organize the territory. What’s
more, huge impact had and will happen in that region as a whole result from the new
national strategy of ‘Go west’ made in 2000, offering a lot of development opportunities.
To make a plan for the city in that circumstance, the author needs to know what a regional
perspective could offer or help, and how it will work.
The literatures are chosen from two dimensions, one is the theory of regional planning in a
world-wide range, and the other is the researches according to contexts of China especially
the west region. There are three important paper come from conference proceeding:
International Meeting “Regional Development Planning – Theory and Practice” held in
Beijing in 1983. The papers by Diamond and Logan have provided helpful reviews of the
practice and progress of regional planning in developed and developing countries, while
Shao discussed issues more related to Chinese context. Other literatures wrote by Chinese
authors talks about new context emerge in China which influence regional planning practice.
There are also some practical review literature been reviewed to support and update the
knowledge.
Regional planning involves a series of sectors and activities with different characteristics and
demands, interconnected and fulfilling a variety of functions (Shao, 1983). As Logan (1983),
Lu and Liu (2005) claimed that here is no satisfactory definition of the functions of regional
planning. However, as Logan (1983) said, its origins in the Western nations lie in notions of
the management of the built environment in the interests of the community as a whole and
the protection and enhancement of the physical quality of property. He also summarized
that regional an urban planning is concerned with the supply and distribution of such basic
services as water, electricity, gas, sewerage, roads, public transport, communications,
housing and educational and health services (Logan 1983). According to him, the problem
is one of managing the provision of these services in such a way as to co-ordinate their areal
distribution and to ensure the greatest amount of equity in access to them (Logan 1983).
Regional planning should be an essential part of spatial governance for a vast country like
China (Liu and Lu, 2005). Especially in the era of informatization and globalization, the
relationship between cities is getting more important and complex, which also guiding
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the future of cities’ spatial development. A region may be considered as a system with
a complicated structure, and there are many conflicts among their component parts
(Shao, 1983). As Shao (1983) said that it is a delicate task to establish the coordination
and cooperation between cities. No matter what, the future is not a simple thing for one
city, but it is important for a system consistent of different municipalities. As Liu and Lu
(2005) argued that since inter-regional development problems are getting protruding and
the measures of state control at the macro level have changed from rigid central planning to
more flexible ones in China, it has become quite urgent to make new regional planning with
new perspectives and new methods. As urban planners we also need to look on a regional
view in order to organize the use of different resources and the protection of nature.
Regional planning is not a legal part in Chinese planning system. There has been some
discussion and some attempts, however, it had never been implemented as an influential
and practical plan. Shao said in 1983 the study and practice of regional planning was not a
novel in China, which indicate that when regional planning had already been experienced in
the western world, the discussion had only started in China not for a very long time. Although
the importance and demand of regional planning had been continually motioned, after the
‘seven big region’ planning in the middle of 1990s’, the effort and attention on regional
planning had faded out of the picture (Liu and Lu, 2005). According to Liu and Lu (2005)
that not until recently, after ten-year’s silence, regional planning had been brought back to
the table by some government and researchers. In 2004, NDRC (National Development and
Reform Commission) decided to make regional planning an important part of the ‘Eleventh
Five-Year Plan’ and started two experimental work in ‘Jing-Jin-Ji’ district and Chang River
Delta area (Liu and Lu, 2005). In a sense, this is a rather new planning approach which needs
considerations of the new context of China.
This first section gives an introduction of the regional planning theory and the paper.
In the second section, a general introduction of the theory of regional planning will be
summarized, including the historical progress, the goals, the scales, the range it deals with
and the methodology of regional planning. The third section will discuss the function of
regional plan, with an emphasis on the special role regional planning could play in different
levels and different scales: between local and national, spatial and economical, urban and
nature. Then, the paper argued that flexibility of regional planning makes it possible to
have some adjustments of the uncertainties when being implemented. It is one of its most
advantage compare to the master plan and land use plan. The importance of revaluation will
also be mentioned. In section five, the focus of the paper turns specifically to the western
China. Some of the important context left from the history and those emerged recently
will be discussed, as well as their possible impact of the regional planning approach. Later
on a conclusion will be given that considering the special condition of the western China,
regional planning would be a proper approach and should be an essential part of the
planning system, although there has not been a lot of a successful example yet. In the final
section of this paper some recommendations for the author’s graduation project will be
delivered.

2 A brief summary of what is regional planning
38

2.1 The range regional planning deals with
Regional perspective appear in planning scope has a larger focus than land use and urban
area. Regional planning began in the 1930s with the widespread concern over the social and
human costs of unemployment and low incomes (Logan, 1983). Regionalism, or sometimes
called metropolitanism, has reappeared from time to time as a possible approach to deal
with the urban problems caused by the rapid explosion of American metropolitan areas
(Gillham, 2002). Over time, however regional planning has taken on additional roles (Logan,
1983). Gillham (2002) also motioned that during the past few years regionalism has once
again come into fashion. He argued that in some respects, this may be due to the cycle of
growth and change because development has mushroomed during the 1990s, resulting in
increased concern about the effects of sprawl. This not only happen in the western world
but also in China. Like Liu and Lu (2005) said result from the high economic growth, interregional issues became more and more obvious, as well as the changes of macroscopic
readjustment and control. The government started to rethink about regional planning
approach recently (Liu and Lu, 2005).
It seems to be agreed that there is no satisfactory definition of the functions of regional
planning (Logan, 1983; Liu and Lu, 2005). Its origins in the Western nations lie in notions of the
management of the built environment in the interests of the community as a whole and the
protection and enhancement of the physical quality of property (Logan, 1983). Logan (1983)
claimed regional and urban planning is concerned with the supply and distribution of such
basic services as water, electricity, gas, sewerage, roads, public transport, communications,
housing and educational and health services. Liu and Lu (2005) had a similar understanding
and they said the main goal of regional planning is through organizing the spatial allocation
of resources, population and economic activities to manage the development of different
places, in order to solve regional problems and imbalance and gain a better regional
competitiveness. All of them agreed that the problem is one of managing the provision
of these services in such a way as to co-ordinate their areal distribution and to ensure the
greatest amount of equity in access to them (Logan, 1983; Liu and Lu, 2005). To give a better
conclusion, regional planning is identified with the distribution of the benefits of economic
growth, the provision of basic needs, including public services, the targeting of policies to
meet the needs of disadvantaged groups, self-reliant and participatory development and
with ecological concerns (Logan, 1983). Regional planning is a complex work, and spatial
planning is the essential issue (Liu and Lu, 2005). Gillham (2002) describe the aims regional
planning might concern as follows:
“Where regional strategies are being attempted, they tend to be organized around one
or more of the following concepts:
- Regional growth control, including boundaries limiting the outward extension of growth
- Regional coordination of transportation and land use
- Regional sharing of fiscal resources
- Regional growth control” (Gillham 2002, p.185)
Which could be summarized as what Lucy and Phillips (2000) said: Both quantity and quality
goals are important and should be concerned in regional planning.

In the summery paper of the conference proceeding: International Meeting “Regional
Development Planning - Theory and Practice” held in 1983 in Beijing, Wise gave an
evaluation of the previous regional planning practice as follows:
“There has also been general, if not quite unanimous, evidence of the value of regional
planning; not that all regional plans have succeeded completely, but the achievements
have been real. The history of regional planning is one of at least partial success. Rarely
have all the objectives been fully achieved, but environments have been created which
have been better for the regional plan, and would have been worse without it. Many
evaluations have shown situations to be better off than had no regional planning taken
place.” (Wise, 1983, p.207)

and Liu (2005) in the practical process three steps would be taken: 1. defining the developing
axis taking consideration of connectivity, economic strength and most potential zones; 2.
choosing the ‘gateway city’; to different scale the hierarchy of the strategic level cities would
contain will be different, in the category of global, national, regional or local; 3. defining the
spatial boundary of the region: for instance, where will be the essential developing belt,
CBD, restricted zones and ecological protection areas? Utilizing this method the plan will be
operated in an area with distinctive characteristics, opportunities and problems – setting
it apart from other regions. They added that both information and mathematical analysis
should be part of the method (Lu and Liu 2005).

2.2 How to make regional planning?
The acknowledged initial step of plan process is the “survey” (Haar, 1955). Haar (1955)
explained that it provides a picture of the present situation of conditions of the city. These
include studies of economic activity, population composition and growth, land uses,
channels of movement, systems of public facilities, and physical resources and liabilities.

Regional planning provides a higher view and more possibilities than the general terms
of plan. It concerns with broader development issues than only with land use control
(Logan, 1983). In addition, Lu and Liu (2005) argued that for large countries, the necessity
of regional planning is that in the planning system there is a missing level of governance
between national microscope plan and different plans of different municipality scales. There
is always something hard to reach or control for national or local governments, for instance,
the utilization and protection or ecological environment and resources, transboundary
infrastructure construction, competitiveness of a region as a whole and some harmonization
between different municipalities (Liu and Lu, 2005).

Diamond (1983) argued that in order to define the continuous process of planning it is
necessary to employ a framework of distinct cycles of work. As Diamond quoted in his
paper,
“Each cycle would in Lyddon’s(1971) words, ‘involve survey analysis and plan or, to
follow modern terminology, scan the environment, formulate policies and evaluate the
possibilities. Each turn through the cycle might be separated by a review period and
could reach a different strategic stages’.” (Diamond, 1983, p.25)
He critically evaluate that such a method does relate to the dynamism of urbanization
processes far more realistically than the ‘master-planning’ model (Diamond 1983). Wise
(1983) give a supportive opinion that doubt has been expressed about the value of master
plans particularly in developed countries in the facts of the impossibility of planning in too
much detail and of the rigidity of the earlier master-plan approaches. Situations change
during the course of the plan and, therefore it is important to monitor the changes taking
place and, while maintaining planning objectives, to provide flexibility into the plan itself
(Wise, 1983).
However, this does not mean regional planners should abandon or ignore master plans.
Urban planners should constantly be aware of the impact of specific policies on city shape
(Bertaud, 2004). According to Bertaud (2004), urbanisms should be aware of the effects
of the most common planning tools – land use regulations, infrastructure investments
and taxation – on cities’ spatial organization. They should make sure that the urban shape
resulting from their actions will be consistent with the objectives set by the government.
In addition, to accomplish this, planners need to understand the dynamics and patterns of
urban growth.
Based on Chinese context, Lu and Liu (2005) gave a more detail method. They argued that
through set up ‘city-region’ to enhance the competitiveness in the globalization era should
be the key point of the spatial planning for most regions (Lu and Liu 2005). According to Lu

3 The advantages of regional planning concept: filling the gaps

3.1 Gap between spatial planning in different scales
Many contributors have referred to the value of regional concepts and, in particular, of the
need to plan for functional regions rather than for administrative areas whose boundaries
date from the past (Logan, 1983). In general terms, a region is a flexible concept, referring
to a continuous and localized area, composed of many jurisdictions, some of which overlap
and many of which are geographically distinct, intermediate between the national and the
local level (Diamond, 1983; Lucy and Phillips, 2000). Complex patterns of inter-regional
competition and cooperation occur (Lucy and Phillips, 2000). We need to deduct freely
about the forces that might shape the inner city in relation to the wider metropolitan,
regional, national and international forces of change (Diamond, 1983). A regional UGB
(urban growth boundary) can cover an entire area that mentioned above (Gillham, 2002)
and it can be seen as fitting into a continuum of planning scales (Diamond, 1983).
Diamond (1983) explained the relationship of national and local scale in terms of regional
planning very clearly as follow:
“As an administrative device regional planning enables intervention mechanisms to
overcome, to some extent at least, the real and immense complexity of urbanization
processes when viewed from the national perspective. The sheer number, not to
mention diversity, of communities at the lower local level ensure that implementation
arrangements grossly ineffective. Decentralization by establishing an intermediate
level of organization is the frequent and understandable response to this need to relate
national goals to local implementation. Essentially it is a means of amplifying executive
capacity.” (Diamond, 1983, p.9)
A definition given by Gillham (2002) that, a regional program is broader than any one city
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or town and is even might include multiple counties. As a result, the program ultimately
should also be implemented and administered by institutions at the regional level, which
could be state government or a specially created regional governmental entity (Gillham
2002).
3.2 Gap between spatial planning and economical planning
The considerations give point to the discussion of the relationships between regional
planning and economic planning by a lot of authors whose literature had been reviewed to
build this paper. All of them agreed that the two forms of planning should not be antagonistic
to one another: they should be linked (Wise, 1983; Diamond, 1983; Logan, 1983; Liu and
Lu, 2005). Logan (1983) argued that it was felt in both the USA and Western Europe that
a particular combination of policies for cities and regions would generate viable economic
activities and employment opportunities; regional policies were formulated to encourage
the relocation of factories, to cope with the economic and social problems of big cites and
lagging regions and to improve housing, welfare and public services.
There should be a spatial expression to plans for an economy (Wise, 1983) and regional
planning enable the discipline of urbanism no longer limited to a physical master plan.
Regional planning is essentially about the effective inter-relating of economic and physical
elements. Planning practice has become more policy-oriented with greater efforts being
made to formulate socio-economic programs in addition to, or in conjunction with, those
for physical development. In China, regional planning had once contributed a lot in the
allocation of national productivity, which was a multi-regional economic task in the planning
economy period
To fulfill the aim of filling the gap between spatial and economical planning, the regional
planners, concerned with physical elements as infrastructure, land use, natural resources,
settlement patterns, population changes and the provision of services, should be
involved in the formation of economic plans: correspondingly regional plans should have
a clear economic basis (Wise, 1983). Wise (1983) gave and interesting description of the
relationship that economic planning without a spatial perspective is no likely to produce
‘social happiness’, to the contrary, regional planning without economic planning may be
‘vision without reality’.
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from the municipThe activity we know now as urban and regional planning is closely related
to the nature is now a truly world-wide phenomenon (Diamond, 1983). Shao (1983) had
explained the relationship among nature, urban and human which give us an understanding
of why environment is import in regional planning as follows:
“Broadly speaking, we can say that a region’s economic structure is strongly influenced
by the distribution of natural resources in that region. The structure of human activity is
influenced by the physical environment. And in turn, human beings change the physical
environment by their use of natural resources.” (Shao, 1983, p.103)
Environmental management issues have gained more and more attention. At the end of
the 1960s concern for natural ecology and to preserve limited or irreplaceable resources
became noticed world-wide (Wise, 1983). Efforts to promote rapid economic growth may
destroy valuable culture and physical environment. These included the massive pollution
generated by, and the rate of consumption of energy and resources in urban-industrial
society (Wise, 1983).
Wise (1983) claimed that processes already at work in the Third World indicated that
environmental issues there should not be ignored. Chinese environmental problems
have been caused mostly by no of concern of ecologic balance and the high ambitions
of economic growth (Shao, 1983). Bombing urban growth especially in the large cities
must result in huge demands on energy and resource supplies. In addition, although new
technology had greatly increased quantity of production, the environmental costs have not
always been fully assessed (Wise 1983) However, the problem is that once land is developed
it is nearly impossible to bring it back to its natural state. In spite of that, it does not mean
that the existing ecological balance must never be changed or that the environment must
be restored to its original natural state (Shao, 1983).

concerned with emerging conditions.

The classic work in ‘foresee the future’ category is that of Friend and Jessop (1977) who
distinguish three kinds of uncertainty in planning. First is uncertainty about the relevant
planning environment. Second uncertainty is about decisions in related decision areas,
including decisions that are within the decision making system and those beyond the
immediate problem but relate to areas of discretion. Third uncertainty is about value
judgments, which includes all the problems where information has been assembled,
the final decision turns upon questions of value. What’s more, recently, to most of the
regions, the transformation brought by globalization would provide a larger uncertainty
for their future development.
To be future forecasters, Hall (1981) give an suggestion for planners to employ the
method of scenario-writing: a mode that involves taking a systematic look at the
possibilities under a number of subject headings, and then looking at their interrelationships, so as to obtain a range of synthesized possible futures. As a result,
attempts to make planning more definiteness and accuracy will no longer fit the
situation. Instead regional planning should lie on a flexible framework to gain better
synergy competitiveness.
Another issue in dealing with the future is that due to the complex disciplines urbanism
tackle with, planners might have a higher or even wrong goal to make a plan beyond spatial
scope. The choice of the appropriate tradeoffs between several often conflicting objectives
is a political not technical, decision, one best left to elected officials (Bertad, 2004). Typically,
city mayors pursue policies that meet multiple objectives simultaneously.

However, the coordination of the two kinds of planning is not an easy task. One of the crucial
problems lies in the differing time-scales these two are involved (Wise, 1983). Economic
planning is usually concerned with short or medium terms while the regional plans may
have more distant visions of the future. What’s more, decision that may produce short-run
economic gains may produce long-term costs (Wise, 1983).

There are ways of enabling regions to adapt to the processes which cause changes in
locational values (Wise, 1983). Diamond (1983) noted that it is the gap between planmaking and plan-implementation which is the greatest failure of planning; and at all levels
and in most countries. Although regional planning is a kind of flexible approach which could
adjust to the uncertainty of the future, it could still easily fail because the high requirement
of cooperation of different municipality and institutions. However, Wise (1983) gave and
opposite argumentation that given well defined objectives, measures can be devised and
adopted to enable regional planning to function.

4.2 The importance of evaluation
As Diamond (1983) conclude from previous evaluation of regional planning –
that there has been an impact because of planning, the situation is different
from what it could reasonable have been expected to be. Moreover, land
development outcomes can be product of what is easy to accomplish rather
than a product of what consumers prefer (Lucy and Phillips, 2000). Along
with new social, economic and technological situation arise, planning adapts
its response will change some or all of its visible characteristics (Diamond,
1983). Even where the plan is being successfully implemented the outcomes
may not be as intended, and the plan therefore requires for a variety of
resource and allocation choices.

3.3 Gap between urban and environment
To reach a better environmental protection or a more sustainable decision of urban planning,
different municipalities should work together across their control range. In general terms,
plans are made by certain government which has man-made boundary. However, the
environment and the landscape have their own definitions by nature law, which is different

4.1 Uncertainty of reality
Planning is concerned with the achievement of aims at some time in the future, then it
follows that it operates in and ‘uncertain’ environment (Diamond, 1983; Liu and Lu, 2005).
In determining goals some attempt must be made to grapple with the changes of the
tomorrow, for obviously, as the term “planning” readily implies, the planner should be

To realize the full potentialities of the use of the plan, periodic modifications
of the general plan should be required (Haar, 1955). Consequences are
evaluated and if these act away from planned goals there is sufficient
understanding of the situation for actions to be reorganized, within preset

Although there is no question that urbanization will change the nature, regional planning
did provide us an approach to make ecological friendly plans.

4 The uncertainty of future and the importance of evaluation

conditions, to bring the system back into line (Diamond, 1983). As Diamond
(1983) noted, to do its job, strategic monitoring needs a continuing planning
cycle, predicting possible future developments, responding to current
situations by developing new policies and reviewing previous policies to
establish their impact on the current and possible future situations.
5 The new context of the regional planning in western China and their
impacts

The recognition that the west regions of China have reached a whole new level in
transcending their boundaries has lent renewed urgency to the subject. A lot of authors
have noted that regional spatial planning of western China in the new era must take into
consideration of the key features of the present socio-economic development and effective
governance measures, as well as adopting global perspective and thinking on marketization
(Lu and Liu, 2005; Ding and Zhang, 2008).

5.1 ‘Go West’ strategy
The new national strategy of ‘Go West’ had and will bring huge opportunities
for the western China. The development level of the west part of the country
was left far away from the east (coastal) area due to the focus on the later
by the government in the late 1970s. After the ‘Go west’ strategy, enormous
changes happened in the west region in infrastructure, resources, economy,
environment and society. Standing on the new national strategy, most of
the capital cities of the western China made a regional strategy centered by
themselves and fight for the opportunities. Considering the limit resources
and investments, multi-regional views should be taken by planners in
different control level.
5.2 Economic globalization
The dramatic impact of economic globalization have already been widely
noticed and proved. Lu and Liu (2005) summarized the impacts appeared
as the flow and growth of financial capital in the world. China, through
continuous reform and opening up, energetically participated in this
process from the late 1980s.The power of multinational corporation have
strengthened, the industry chain restructured in a world-widely and the
influence of international economic organizations grew (Liu, 2003). Those
powers expose the regions directly under global competitions, forcing them
lost the national sense protection. Correspondingly, the space for the future
development will also grow, no longer limited within the country (Liu and
Lu, 2005). What’s more, they (Liu and Lu, 2005) added, revolution brought
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by globalization give more uncertainty of the regions’ future development.
Regional planning is seen to be an appropriate approach to reach the
requirement of from global context to local reactions.
5.3 Economic system transformation
After 1978 China has been experiencing the economy transformation from
planning economy towards a market economy, which also makes changes
to the governance of planning. In the period of planning economy there
was a strict top-down model, and planning were focus on allocation of
investments and management of projects (Liu and Lu, 2005). Though the
changing of economy, local positivity and autonomy became stronger, and
competitiveness grew sharply. A regional perspective of future planning is
urgent.
5.4 Inequalities between regions
The evidence indicates that despite fairly high aggregative economic growth rates and
the implementation of many well-intended policies, regional imbalances area increasing
in the developing countries (Logan, 1983). Large cities are continuing to grow rapidly,
unemployment remains high, the number of landless farmers is increasing and great
numbers of people are forced to live below the poverty line. This also happen within the
region of west China. Logan (1983) argued that it was against the background that some
countries have pursued.

6 Conclusions

Probably the most important conclusion to come from this brief review relates to the
potential importance of regional planning to be an activity of China. Planning is part of a
structured totality of economic, social and political forces which give rise to the institutions
which then attempt to regulate these forces and their relationships (Diamond, 1983).
Regional planning should be an essential part of spatial governance for a vast country like
China (Liu and Lu, 2005).
As having been pointed out at the beginning of the paper that, regional planning play a role
beyond simple land use planning. In China, especially the west regions, more attention must
be given to ecology and the protection of the environment (Shao, 1983).Looking toward the
future one can anticipate more emphasis being placed on natural ecology questions in both
national and regional planning (Wise, 1983). Gaps between the national goals and the local
goals, the economic strategy and the spatial planning as well as the urban growth pressure
and the need to protect the nature could be removed by a regional approach. Proved by
previous attempts, over time, the approach has come to play a more important role in
achieving national government objectives.
Urban and regional planning ideas and techniques can help to find ways forward to improved
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conditions of life to the increasing international and multiregional activities (Wise, 1983).
It could clearly be important in ensuring the equitable and efficient distribution of those
public services and utilities which are delivered on an areal basis. The high profile of socalled development projects, many of them foreign-funded, has raised questions about
their location, management, and environmental impacts, all issues which can be handled
within a regional planning framework.

BERTAUD, A. 2004. “The Spatial Organization of Cities: Deliberate Outcome or Unforeseen
Consequence?” Background Paper, World Development Report. In: BIRCH, E. L. (ed.) The
Urban and Regional Planning Reader. London and New York: Routledge, 407-422.

However, is important to point out that China has not a set of coherent regional policies or
regional planning systems.

DIAMOND, D. R. 1983. Concept and Practice in Regional and Urban Planning. In: HOTTES, K.,
DIAMOND, D. R. & WU, C., eds. International Meeting “Regional Development Planning
- Theory and Practice”, 1983 Beijing, People’s Republic of China. Edition Erdmann in K.
Thienemanns Verlag, Stuttgart, 1-39.

7 Recommendations

FRIEDMANN, J. 1972. Implementation. International Social Development Review, 4, 95-105.

This paper review provide a knowledge base of regional planning for the author: the scope
it deals with, the methodology, the advantages, and things need to consider like uncertainty
and the importance of evaluation of the process. Other than that, the author has a better
understanding of the context of western Chinese after literature review.
The aim of the author’s project is to re-model the territorial organization of the target city
based on a larger context. Located in an area of weak economy, vulnerable ecology and little
connectivity, regional consideration and cooperation should be taken into consideration
when making a plan in terms of urban growth as well as environment protection. As argued
in the paper, the future will not be a decision made by one municipality. Refer to the value
of regional concepts, the plan need to consider for functional regions rather than for
administrative areas.
Research is required into the functional inter-dependencies between the main city and the
smaller cities around it. Through regional planning approach, not only urban issue but also
environmental issues would be concerned: green belts can be enforced, soil erosion can be
arrested or mitigated, industries can be relocated, and national parks can be made to work.
What’s more, although doubt has been expressed about the value of master plans due to
it’s planning in too much detail and of the rigidity of the earlier master plan techniques
(Wise, 1983), plans and proposals made by the government should be highly concerned.
It is therefore important to embody a degree of flexibility into the plan to monitor the
changes might happen (Wise, 1983).
This paper review provide a knowledge base of regional planning for the author: the scope
it deals with, the methodology, the advantages, and things need to consider like uncertainty
and the importance of evaluation of the process. Other than that, the author has a better
understanding of the context of western Chinese after literature review.
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URBAN EXPANSION MODEL

VISION
XINING MODEL

CONCEPT MODEL

Propose a balanced, synergy regional
network with Xining as a main centrality.
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URBAN FUNCTION MODEL
EXISTING MODEL

It is not the mountain, or the river, or the urban
makes Xining. It is the three elements together,
the valley, that makes the identity of Xining.

山

MOUNTAIN

VISION MODEL

城
水
CITY

RIVER
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Propose a plan with rational use of the
space of Xining, taking the valley as an
opportunity instead of limitations.
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STRATEGY

48

1

Improve regional and local connectivity by shorten travel
distance and time to promote synergy socioeconomic
development

2

Introduce new fast public transport system to improve mobility
for local people and visitors (eg. tourists)

3

Create regional ecological framework to protect the vulnerable
environment and prevent further damage caused by human
activity

4

Create city green framework to provide better urban quality
and solve the conflict between urban development and
environment protection

5

Provide better urban and environment condition for
socioeconomic development, industry transformation and
emergence of new economic sector
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REGION INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
Railway network 2010
National

INFRASTRUCTURE FRAMEWORK

Province

Improve connectivity and transport capacity of the region will surely
shorten travel time. It gives the region a condition to build a synergy region
by providing higher flexibility for companies and people. eg.
- Distribution of production
- Working and living in different city/county

Regional infrastructure 2010
Railway network 2020
National

Province

Aim to improve regional connectivity and local mobility
Road network 2010
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Regional connectivity 2010
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REGION INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS

REGION INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN

In terms of larger scale, Xining, being capital city of Qinghai province, does not serving
well neither by national infrastructure network nor to its province. Xining has only one
direction railway connection from Lanzhou in the east to Tibet in the west. Highway
link Xining region with Lanzhou but don’t go anywhere else further, espectially not to
the west in Qinghai province.

New national road

New highway
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CITY INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
The roads on the long direction take most of the traffics. They are the important transport
infrastructure as well as for people’s daily life and recreation. The crossing point of the
valley gets the most traffic pressure. We can see from the Zoning Plan 2020 that if follow
the plan, the serious traffic problem will continue.

Traffic flow prediction of 2020

CITY INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY

The public transport system is not sufficient enough. There are 57 bus lines (end of 2008)
but limited by the shape of the city, there are a lot of “repeat part”. And the city does not
have any rapid public transport system like metro or tram.
New ring roads
New highway entrances
New railway passenger station
New railway freight station

New connection
New public transport system (BRT)

New road along the ridge
New roads for inbetween
area development
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I want to loosen the traffic pressure of the central
line of the valley and the crossing point, by
propose new circle line to link the wings and a
new BRT system to improve the public transport
system.
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BRT DESIGN

NEW FAST PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM: BRT
What is BRT?
Bus rapid transit (BRT) is a term applied to a variety of public transportation
systems using buses to provide faster, more efficient service than an
ordinary bus line. Often this is achieved by making improvements to existing
infrastructure, vehicles and scheduling.
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BRT in China

m

5-10 minutes’ walking

Central line

Connect with railway station, commercial centre, culture
centre and stadium, and the extended line to airport

In 2005, the State council and 6 ministries made an joint statement of
‘give priority to the development of public transportation'. BRT was
specially mentioned as one of the choices.

Bus only, grade-separated-right-of-way
Higher carrying capacity, less buses
1 hour

15000

100 BRT buses

2000
700 cars
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Cost: 1 km metro = 10-20 km BRT
Building time: metro = 2 BRT
Speed: BRT 20-27 km/h
Light rail 20-30 km/h
Carring capacity: BRT 18000-30000/h
Light rail 10000-20000/h

Circle line

Running at peak hour only or when needed.
Going around different districts and have stations beside
highway exits (labor & private car driver)

Comparing to other kind of fast public
transportation, BRT is suiltble for the valley
city Xining for its low cost, low pollution, low
construction requriment and high flexibility.
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VISION OF BRT LINE AND STATION

CITY INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN MASTERPLAN
BRT - Light rail - road

With the new infrastructure framework, people will get better mobility. They
can travel longer distance with less time.

Light rail
The light rail is proposed to connect the two industry
districts at the east and south wing. Because this line
goes through the mountains and less pollution is BRT station using existing overpass
requested, so it is designed for public transportation
only for now, like those airport special lines. And
the main target group at this stage are the daily
commuters. In the future when more traffic is need,
it can be transformed by adding roads under the
bridge.

BRT station using existing underpass

There are a lot of overpass and underpass in Xining
city which can be use for BRT station so that it will
cost less construction for BRT system.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF PROJECT AREA
Desertification
River flow reduction and cutoff
Thinner farmland and less harvest
Damage to lower reaches
Increase conflict between urbanization and utilizable area

Soil erosion

China oil erosion area:
3560000km2

Main causes:
Freeze-thaw erosion

Water erosion

37.1% of China

ECOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

Most serious area
Qinghai soil erosion area:
354300km2

Human land use, especially industry agriculture

49.44% of Qinghai

Aim to protect eco-system and provide better urban quality

National programs

Sanbei Shelter Forest Program (1978-2050)
Three river source ecological protection and construction
project (2005- )

State Forestry Bureau
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Qinghai Soil Conservation Service
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LANDSCAPE MOPHOLOGY ANALYSIS

Different geography different landscape
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LANDSCAPE MOPHOLOGY ANALYSIS
Different geography different landscape
Woods

Grassland

Valley farmland

Half desert half grassland

Half grass half farmland

Terrace

Half desert half farmland

Desert
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ECOLOGICAL CORRIDOR

DESERTIFICATION PREVENTION VISION: ECO-CORRIDOR

Ecological corridors are mostly not mono-functional in an ecological and also not in societal sense. They are no core
areas but function in the wider landscape. In their classification they can be as wide as a watershed or as narrow as
a trail (Florida Greenways Commission 1994). They can encompass natural landscape features as well as a variety of
human landscape features. (R. H. Jongman, Dana Kamphorst, 2002)

reference

Sanbei Shelter Forest Program (1978-2050)

reference

reference

reference

AIM OF:
Water conservation
Soil reinforcement
Fertility maintenance
Desertification prevention
Biological diversity protection
Action across the main developing axis
and agriculture zone
reference
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WATER CONSERTATION VISION: FORESTATION

ECO-CORRIDOR STRATEGY

Forest is like a small reservoir. On one hand, trees will conserve water,
prevent raindrps from directly hitting the soil, there roots help to hold the
soil in place and reduce rain wash. On the other hand, they can protect water
holding capacity of reservoirs on the lower reaches, which had already been
proved by historical flood experiences.

Provide different recover project based on different landscape condition

Silviculturist Guofang Shen, academician of Chinese academy of engineering

Trees are very helpful in preventing soil erosion, because they prevent rain
drops from directly hitting the soil (softening the impact), their roots help
to hold the soil in place, and soak up water so that the soil doesn’t become
over-saturated. Trees also reduce wind erosion significantly much in the
same way.
Read more: http://greenanswers.com/q/225919/forests-trees-plants/trees/
how-do-trees-cause-erosion#ixzz1JERQOR4w

Hydropower station on the Yellow River in Qinghai
2010: 7 of 5.63 million KW (kilowatt)
3 under construction of 7.61 million KW
2030:23 to be built of 19.53 million KW
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stragegy:Forestation along the mountain chains
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ECOLOGY RECOVERY LAYER 1: STOP SPRAWL

ECOLOGY RECOVERY LAYER 2: CONSTRUCTION OF REGION CORRIDOR
valley shelter forestation

edge shelter forestation

Desert control planting
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Pasture enclosure

reference: Google

reference: Google
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ECO-CORRIDOR DESIGN

Grass
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ECO-CORRIDOR ACTION CONSEQUENCES

Water

Woods

Barren land

Grassland

Terrace

Green corridor

Meadow

Woods

Farmland
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URBAN LANDSCAPE MOPHOLOGY ANALYSIS

URBAN LANDSCAPE MOPHOLOGY ANALYSIS

Poor accessibility
Small service circle
Mono function

City park block by budings

Hard paving riverbank

Unplanned riverbank
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URBAN GREEN FRAMEWORK STRATEGY

URBAN GREEN FRAMEWORK STRATEGY: RECONFIGURATION
Green corridor along infrastructure and mountain edge, combining with cycle route

Shelter forest

Experiment farmland
Agritainment

Recreation on the mountain

Diverse riverbank
Recreation in the
farmland

Main axis
Edge recreation
belt

Boulevard

Forest for recreation

Urban public space

Returning farmland to forest
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Diverse riverbank function based on different urban
and river condition, generating new urban structure
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DIVERSE RIVERBANK: experimental farmland & agritainment

DIVERSE RIVERBANK: nature-look river corridor

Reference

Reference
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DIVERSE RIVERBANK: city park without gated boundaries

BRT
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DIVERSE RIVERBANK: mix-use riverbank with public route to rivers

Peak hour
BRT

BRT

Peak hour
BRT
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DIVERSE RIVERBANK: riverbank with public spaces

DIVERSE RIVERBANK: hard paving riverbank better local accessibility

BRT

Peak hour
BRT

Peak hour
BRT
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URBAN ECOLOGICAL RECONFIGURATION DESIGN

XINING VALLEY SECTION

Peak hour
BRT

BRT

Peak hour
BRT

Highway

Leisure

Leisure

Cycle road

Fast road
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Cycle road

River bank
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CONCLUSION: one hour economic circle with green corridor

WHAT WILL HAPPEN?
Improvement of human and nature network will provide
new quality to the region and the cities
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[NOW]TOURISM: XINING ---- 'Chinese Summer City'

Growth of tourist population

Growth of tourist income

9,878,000,000

8,890,300

Xining tourism condition:

6,419,500

348,000,000

1,500,000

2001
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[FUTURE]TOURISM CORRIDOR: oriented by new infrasturcture and green framework

40,000,000
2008

2010

2001

2008

2010

- A city with 2100 years’ history
- Located at junction of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and the Loess
Plateau
- Temperature in summer: 10-25 oC
- 70%-80% tourists visiting Qinghai gathering at Xining
- 610 culture heritages around Xining within 200 km
- Local population from 34 ethnic groups

Key development: special tourism

summer vacation, leisure, adventure tour, driving tour, conferences and exhibitions
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[NOW] INDUSTRY: heavy pollution as the main economic sector

[FUTURE] INDUSTRY: transform from heavy pollution to light pollution
The cities in the region should use more clean resource
and take the advantage of its unique strength to find
a new economic perspective. And Xining as the main
centrality should use its power of gathering information
and resources to serve the region.

Xining
heavy industry

y

Energ

Research center
Experimental farmland
Retail & Commercial center
Education center

Green resource development

Baiyin

ge
led

w
Kno

coal mining

Herb grow

s

b
Her

Xining

Green resource development
ology

Techn

Demand,

Production
Business

Heavy industry is one of the most important economic sector in the region. Those factories
were started before 1978 when the government development focusing on the costal area,
which cause a lot of pollution.
Considering the limitations and resources, cities in this region need to change its economic
perspective into those that cause less damage to the nature.
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AGRICULTURE

CONCLUSION: new urban value and qulity provided by new networks
Farmland with shelter belt

€

Less Erosion, more water
Higher soil fertility
Special products & higher unit productivity
Higher productivity

Agritainment

€€€€

Research center in city to local practice and production
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN ON CITY SCALE?

URBAN DESIGN

City now
New
Road framework

Connectivity

model 1

New
Public transport

Mobility

New
Green framework

Quality

Change of
Urban value
Urban
structure
model
2

When we layer the new networks top of the existing city, there will be change of urban value and
urban structure.
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URBAN DESIGN AREA: WEST OF THE MOST WEST PLEATAU CITY

CITY URBAN DEVELOPMENT MODEL ----TOD+GC

STEAL FACTORY
FARMLAND

RIVERBANK

PLANED NEW
URBAN AREA
MOUNTAIN

- Old steal factory
- High urban sprawl possibility
- New urban district of 10 km2, 150,000 people
- Local centrality formed by employees of
steal factory

TOD: transit-oriented development
GC: green corridor
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SITE MOPHOLOGY

NEW INFRASTRUCTURE

Tour tain
transport train

Steal factory
Central BRT
New housing
Village
Agriculture

Unused space

Railway
station
Peak hour BRT

Planned
development
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NEW DEVELOPMENT ACTION

NEW CENTRALITY

District centre

Main axis
In-between axis
Railway
station

Riverfront
Natural
corridor
Agritainment
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Leisure
Sport
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: SITE

URBAN-VILLAGE-FARMLAND

- BRT
- Waste land
- Railway
- Eco-corridor
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VILLAGE, with walls as boarder
for each house, some space do
not belong to any family can be
used as public space

NEW HOUSING, WITH A
SQUARE OF PUBLIC SPACE
FOR EACH BUILDING
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: SITE MOPHOLOGY
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: STRATEGY
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: MAIN AXIS

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: IN-BETWEEN AXIS
creative activities

community center

retail market
sports facilities
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Reference: Google

Reference: Google
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: SOFT PAVEMENT PUBLIC SPACE

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: HARD PAVEMENT PUBLIC SPACE

Reference: the designer’s other project
Reference:
the designer’s
Reference:
Google other project

Reference: Google
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Reference: Baidu
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 1: MASTER PLAN

108
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: SITE

TRANSTATION-RIVERBANK

- New station
- South-North development
- BRT
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: SITE MOPHOLOGY
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: SITE MOPHOLOGY
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: RAILWAY STATION

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: OFFICE DISTRICT

Logistics storage
Parking
Office district on both side of the station
Public square

Transition node
Open space to both side of the station

Reference

Reference: MAKEKA

Reference: Rotterdam
114

Reference: Rotterdam
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: MIX-USE GRASS ROOF DISTRICT

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Reference: NITA, 2010 Shanghai Expo

Reference

Reference: NITA, 2010 Shanghai Expo
Reference: the designer’s other project

Reference: Daqian Tang

Reference: Foster

Flowers
Cycle lanes
Easy to transform to other typology

Public building
Facilities
Entertainment
116
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 2: MASTERPLAN
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: SITE

RURAL-URBAN-GREEN
- Transit from farmland to urban
- Old industry
- Farmland
- Eco-corridor
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: SITE MOPHOLOGY
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: SITE MOPHOLOGY
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: LEISURE CENTRE

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: CYCLE LANE

Reference: Google

Reference: Baidu
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: ECO-CORRIDOR

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: MASTERPLAN

Reference

Reference: Baidu
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: DROUGHT PERIOD
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URBAN DESIGN PROJECT 3: WET PERIOD
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FLEXIBLE MODEL OF NEW URBAN STRUCTURE

New urban structure

New
Road framework

Connectivity

BRT service circle

New
Public transport

Mobility

Change of
Urban value
Urban structure

City now

Development density

City skyline

New
Green framework

130

Quality

Action

Population density
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